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Collared Arizona Jaguar Euthanized 
By Mark Carlson 
Associated Press 
    
   PHOENIX — A collared jaguar from southern Arizona that was recaptured for 
medical intervention has been euthanized.  
    Veterinarians determined Monday the cat, known as Macho B, was in severe and 
unrecoverable kidney failure.  
    "This is an unfortunate and disappointing situation," said Gary Hovatter, deputy 
director of the Arizona Game and Fish Department. "We were looking forward to 
using the data acquired from Macho B to learn more about the species use of the 
borderland habitats in order to further conserve the species as a whole."  
    Game and Fish said the decision was made in consultations with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the Phoenix Zoo.  
    The cat was brought to the zoo Monday after a Game and Fish team recaptured 
it.  
    Zoo veterinarians conducted lab work and physical exams to evaluate the animal 
and discovered the source of the cat's deteriorating condition.  
    "It is a sad, but appropriate course of action to euthanize this animal given the 
hopelessly terminal nature of his condition," said Steve Spangle, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service's Arizona field supervisor.  
    Macho B was believed to be the oldest known jaguar living in the wild.  
    Photographs taken in 1996 estimated his age at 2 to 3 years old, making him 
between 15 and 16 when he was euthanized. Previously the oldest known jaguar in 
the wild was 13 years old.  
    Wildlife groups were distressed over the death of Macho B.  
    "This is a major setback for the jaguar, particularly given that the border wall is 
making it much harder for jaguars to reoccupy their ancestral homes in the southern 
United States," said Michael Robinson of the Center for Biological Diversity in New 
Mexico. "We are deeply saddened."  
    Macho's legacy should be action to develop a science-based recovery plan and 
protection of the areas they call home to ensure their survival, Robinson said.  
    The group filed a lawsuit against a Bush-era U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service refusal 
to develop a recovery plan and designate critical habitat for the jaguar and will be in 
federal district court in Tucson on March 23.  
    A necropsy will be performed to learn more about Macho B's condition and to 
possibly provide clues as to how long the animal had been sick, the Arizona Game 
and Fish Department said.  
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